
Pocket Sports American Football is a fast dice rolling game that see two teams attempting to drive to the 
end zone when they have possession of the football.

The objective is to complete a pass or run into the end zone for a touchdown, without your opponent’s 
defense preventing the play. As the game only uses dice, there is no need to measure yards or mark a line of 
scrimmage. Think of the game as a highlights package of your team on the o�ense drive. They either score 
or your opponent will be the o�ense.

There are 7 dice in the game. The o�ense will control 5 die. The defense will control 2.

Your Quarterback will be the main die and used at the start of each play. The result of the QB roll will tell you 
which play has been made and which dice to roll next. 

On the 3 main position dice (WR / TE / RB) is a type of route being run with a value. This indicates how much 
‘intensity’ has been put into the play. The higher the value, the better chance to break the defense and 
score. There may also be INCOMPLETE passes.

DEFENSE - whenever you are defending against an attacking play, the white die will be used to roll twice 
only, to match the value of the run or passing route. Simply combine the value of both roll with the Defense 
die. If you meet the value the play is unsuccessful and counted as 1 down. If the defense can not match the 
o�ense value, the black END ZONE die will be rolled to see the result of the play.

FUMBLE - (WR / TE / RB) all three o�ense positions have this result. When this occurs, the defense has a 
chance to TURNOVER the ball. You have one roll with the white Defense die. If Turnover appears, you have 
won possession and start you o�ensive drive. If not, it is counted as a down and play restarts.

SCRAMBLE - When this occurs, the defense has a chance to SACK the QB. You have one roll with the white 
Defense die. If Sack appears, it is counted as a down and play restarts. If the QB rolls SCRAMBLE 3 times on a 
single play (without being Sacked) it is counted a Sack.

FG / Option 4 - this results has one of two choices. 
1. You may attempt to kick a Field Goal for 3 points. To succeed, you must a 5 or 6 using the black die. If 
unsuccesful, the ball is turned over.
2. You may run your QB just like a normal attacking play with a value of 4

SET PLAY +1  Rolling this with you QB gives a bonus of plus 1 to your run/pass route value. This is stackable, 
so if you roll it twice in a row, the bonus will be plus 2. If the QB is Sacked, or the pass is INCOMP, then the 
bonus is lost.

FLAGS - a �ag on the play may occur when the Defense die is rolled. Use the brown PENALTIES die to see 
which team committed the foul. If it’s against the O�ense, it’s counted as a down. Against the Defense, the 
number of downs resets to zero.
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END ZONE - with a bustling run or pinpoint pass complete, the last thing to do is check the black END ZONE 
die result. 
- There are 4/6 chances of a TOUCH DOWN being scored. 
- TMO decision is the referee checking the replay and the die needs to be rerolled
- O.B. - Out of bounds - counted as an incomplete pass.

TOUCH DOWN - when a TD is scored, 6 points is added to the scoring team total. 

EXTRA POINT - there is nothing for the O�ense to do in order to gain the 1 point extra kick. There is only a 
chance for the Defense to block the kicker’s attempt. Using the white die, only rolling a FG Stop will prevent 
the extra point being scored.

2 POINT CONVERSION - a team may also choose to mount 1 play (counted as if it were the last down) to 
pass/run the ball into the END ZONE. If successful, 2 points will be added. If unsuccessful, no points and 
turnover.

PRO MODE (use of counters)
The game also allows for use of team tokens. These act as specialist ‘interrupt’ positions on the �eld and can 
aid your o�ensive attack. There are di�erent counters for di�erent positions but most allow for use once the 
type of play has been determined by the QB. Some have a choice between 2 positions as indicated on the 
counter. You will simply announce which play/position it will be used for before rolling that position die

Ie if your QB rolls Pass WR and you want to run a Pass Decoy token, you must announce that you will use it 
before rolling the WR die.
IF the WR die is INCOMP or FUMBLE - the token has not been activated and can be used again on another 
drive.
IF the WR die results in a successful pass, the token is ‘activated’ and cannot be used again

The counter is an extra man the defense has to deal with, however, you only have 1 roll to match its’ value.  If 
matched, you then have your two rolls to stop the run/pass as per normal. If you do not match the specialist 
play, you only have 1 remaining Defense roll to stop the run/pass. In some cases that may be impossible but 
you can always hope for a FLAG on the play!


